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ABSTRACTThis paper presents a method for onverting unrestrited�tion text into a time-based graphial form. Key oneptsextrated from the text are used to formulate onstraintsdesribing the interation of entities in a sene. The solu-tion of these onstraints over their respetive time intervalsprovides the trajetories for these entities in a graphial rep-resentation.Three types of entity are extrated from �tion books todesribe the sene, namely Avatars, Areas and Objets. Wepresent a novel method for modeling the temporal aspet ofa �tion story using multiple time-line representations af-ter whih the information extrated regarding entities andtime-lines is used to formulate onstraints. A onstraintsolving tehnique based on interval arithmeti is used toensure that the behaviour of the entities satis�es the on-straints over multiple universally quanti�ed time intervals.This approah is demonstrated by �nding solutions to mul-tiple time-based onstraints, and represents a new ontribu-tion to the �eld of Text-to-Sene onversion. An example ofthe automatially produed graphial output is provided insupport of our onstraint-based onversion sheme.
Categories and Subject Descriptors1.2.7 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄: Natural Language Proess-ing�Language parsing and understanding ; 1.3.7 [ComputerGraphis℄: Three-dimensional Graphis and Realism�An-imation
General TermsText-to-Sene onversion, interval onstraint solving
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem StatementWe investigate the proess of onverting �tion text to aorresponding graphial form. In partiular, we fous on thepreviously un-investigated ase of:
• unrestrited input text (diretly using text written forhuman onsumption), and
• taking the temporal nature of �tion writing into a-ount.This paper presents a onstraint-based approah to address-ing this problem by de�ning the ategories of entity requiredfor graphial representation, and reating onstraints relat-ing these in a temporal manner. We desribe how suh on-straints are applied to atual objet models, and present asolving tehnique based on interval arithmeti whih is apa-ble of ensuring that these non-linear onstraints are satis�edover the spei�ed time periods.

1.2 BackgroundThe proess desribed in this paper is a omponent ofa Text-to-Sene onversion system, where information fromnatural language texts is used to populate three-dimensionalvirtual worlds with objets and movements. Desriptions ofdramati senes our frequently in �tion books, desribingsene ontents and layout, and the movements and ations ofthe entities in the sene. These desriptions may be used tode�ne graphial representations of the sene, provided theyare aurately identi�ed and interpreted. A representationof the �tion text is required that mirrors sene informa-tion as desribed in the book, but that is su�ient for thereation of expliit instrutions for plaing and moving ob-jet models in a three dimensional modeling, animation andrendering system.We hoose a onstraint-based approah for the interme-diate representation between original text and the resultinggraphial instrutions. We assume all entities in the �-tional world are following some spae-time path through the�tional universe. When a sentene is enountered that isrelevant to a partiular entity's position or motion, a on-straint is reated that haraterises the path of the entity insome manner. For example, the sentene, �John and Marywalked side by side� would result in a onstraint whih limitsthe two entities' motions suh that they are within a ertaindistane of eah other over the period of time implied by thesentene.
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1.3 OverviewFigure 1 presents an overview of the proess desribed inthis paper for reating and solving onstraints from �tiontext. The original text is annotated with information thatpoints to three ategories of data, namely entities (Setion3.1), relations between entities (Setion 3.2) and the time-lines (Setion 3.3). This data is used to onstrut a set ofabstrat onstraints that speify the trajetories of the ob-jet models in a 3D sene (Setion 3.4). These onstraintsare transformed into a system of time-dependent, non-linearequations that onstrain the atual trajetories of the mod-els (Setion 4). Values for the variables of eah trajetory arethen found using an interval-based onstraint solving teh-nique (Setion 5). Thereafter the models are plaed into a3D sene, and eah is animated aording to its trajetory.
2. RELATEDWORKText-to-Sene onversion researh uses various ways torepresent the semanti ontent of the story. Commonlyfound is the onept of a frame [14℄: a template assoiatedwith some semanti onept. The template is hard-odedwith instrutions onerning its use, and ontains slots thatparameterise the instrutions. The instrutions indiate theway in whih the frame is interpreted in produing output,and slots are �lled with relevant information from the textusing information extration tehniques. WordsEye [6℄, Car-Sim [21℄, the Put System [5℄, CONFUCIUS [13℄, and SWAN[11℄ are all Text-to-Sene onversion systems that make useof approahes whih relate to this idea. The temporal el-ement of text is most often desribed using verbs [11, 17,12℄. Systems based on this approah generalise all verbsinto a �xed and �nite set of ations [20℄, eah of whih hasa frame-like representation ontaining slots and instrutionsfor interpreting the ation.Temporal aspets of text-to-sene onversion are handledin di�erent degrees by the existing systems. Conversion oflanguage to stati graphis, that is where the �nal result isan image rather than an animated sequene, has been ex-plored in systems suh as WordsEye [6℄ and the PUT system[5℄. The element of time has been investigated in systemssuh as CarSim [1℄ that reate animations of ar aidentsbased on hronologial event desriptions.Solving for trajetories an be aomplished using onstraint-based approahes. WordsEye [6℄ makes use of a onstraintsolver for positioning objets, but does not inlude a tempo-ral aspet. CarSim [10℄ also makes use of onstraint solvingtehniques for alulating trajetories of the involved vehi-les. However, a sampling-based approah is used to verifytrajetories, whih is only suitable for its limited domain,but presents problems for onversion in more general do-mains suh as is the ase with �tion text.None of the Text-to-Sene onversion systems doumentedin existing literature desribe systems that are apable ofworking with the generalised ase of �tion text, where thedomain annot be limited to a �nite set of objets and a-tions as in the CarSim system [10℄. In addition, we wish towork with original soure text, as opposed to systems suhas SWAN [11℄ and CONFUCIUS [13℄ whih make use ofonstrained forms of language (namely, restrited Chinese,and dramati sripts respetively). This paper presents aframework for handling more general ases as found in �-tion text.

3. ABSTRACT CONSTRAINT FORMULA-

TIONAbstrat onstraints are high level onstruts that spe-ify spatial relations between entities over spei� periods oftime. To reate these onstraints we require the identi�a-tion of entities that are desribed in the text, as well as thespatial relationships that exist between them. In addition,the manner in whih these relations our over time mustbe spei�ed in order to indiate the period over whih aonstraint applies.
3.1 EntitiesFition books desribe people, objets and ations thatour in a �tion or virtual world. We de�ne three at-egories of entity that form part of this virtual world andwhih are apable of being represented graphially, namelyArea, Objet and Avatar. Avatars refer to haraters in thestory, while Objets refer to inanimate items. Areas are thespaes that Objets and Avatars may traverse.The entities are assoiated with tokens or phrases in theoriginal text as depited in Figure 21. The identi�ation andreation of entities from �tion text is beyond the sope ofthis paper, but automati approahes suh as named entityextration [22℄, or our earlier work on rule generalisation [8℄an be used for this purpose.

Sorelli ’s dressing-room was fitted 

up with official , commonplace elegance . 

A pier-glass , a sofa , a  ...

Sorelli was very superstitious . She shuddered...

AVATAR: Sorelli

AREA: dressing-room

OBJECT: pier-glass

OBJECT: sofaFigure 2: Illustration of the relationship betweentext desriptions and entities.
Jammes

Giry

Sorelli

- female

- singular

Entity: Avatar

Graphical IndicatorsTextual Triggers:

"Sorelli", 

"La Sorelli",

"Prima ballerina"

Model: woman1.off

Motion: {X: splineX,

         Y: splineY}Figure 4: Illustration of the relationship betweentext desriptions and entities.Eah entity is assoiated with a list of the textual triggers,whih are sequenes of tokens in the �tion text whih re-fer to the spei� entity. In addition, eah entity has �eldsfor properties whih are useful for graphial output, suhas the name of an objet model �le attributed to the en-tity, and data onerning the motion of the item. Figure4 presents an example of the Avatar entity. Eah entityategory may have attributes whih haraterise eah in-stane, for example, gender and multipliity in the Avatarase. World knowledge is enoded into the de�nition of theseategories. In this ase, Avatars are known to be humanoid1Note that pronouns also at as textual triggers, but theanteedent of eah pronoun is used to identify the entitythat the token applies to.
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Fiction Text

Annotated

Text

Entities

Relations between entities

Time-lines

Abstract constraints between 

entities over time periods

System of equations

specified over time intervals

Values for trajectories 

of entity models

manual/automatic 

annotation process

trigger

for

participate

in

conversion to

transform

SolveFigure 1: Overview of onstraint formulation proess from �tion text.
Entity Id

Inside | AdjacentTo | InFrontOf | ...

Entity Id

Relation

Textual Triggers Embedded Geometrical Interpretations
SLOT: Type

SLOT: Subject SLOT: Object

Location of trigger in textSLOT: Text

Inside: 

  {"inside", "in centre of", ...}

AdjacentTo: 

  {"next to", "beside", ...}

...

Inside: 

  distance(Subject, Object) < 5

AdjacentTo: 

  2 < distance(Subject, Object) < 5

...Figure 3: Indiation of the slots required for the de�nition of a relation. Examples of the relationship betweenrelation types textual triggers are shown, as well examples of embedded geometrial interpretations for eahtype of relation.in either male or female form, whih will later assist in se-leting an appropriate objet model.
3.2 RelationsIn addition to entities, we also extrat the spatial relation-ships between entities that are desribed in the text inlud-ing, for example, InFrontOf, AdjaentTo and Inside. Thestruture of a Relation (shown in Figure 3) is similar to Min-sky's frame [14℄ in that it ontains instrutions (graphialinterpretations) and slots that parameterise these instru-tions. Trigger words in the text result in the reation of arelation objet, and the loation of the trigger in the text isreorded for use when extrating timing information. Theentities ating as subjet and objet of the relation are iden-ti�ed, where the subjet refers to the entity diretly a�etedby the relation, and the objet ats as a referene. Eah at-egory of relation has orresponding instrutions de�ning itsgeometrial interpretation phrased as a set of onstraints.
3.3 Time-linesFition texts an be viewed as time based aounts de-sribing sequenes of events that our in the virtual world.This world has its own time-line of events, and the �tiontext is merely reporting on ertain events that our alongthis time-line. However, time is rarely quanti�ed in �tionwriting, and in most ases, an indiation of when ations o-ur and their duration are implied. In addition, events areseldom reported in sequential order, with ��ash-baks� be-ing frequently used as a stylisti tehnique. Phrasings suhas �he had been to the ...� and �Previously, he had done...�indiate that the ation took plae in the past, but with noquanti�ation.The non-sequential reporting of events is hosen deliber-ately by the book's author to reate e�ets (suh as sus-pense), and are ruial to the way in whih the story ispereived. However, in some instanes, the atual order ofevents is required to determine ertain sene information.For example, the sentene in Figure 5 desribes an event inwhih the dressing-room is invaded by ballet-daners.Up until this point, there is no indiation of where the

daners were previously, but in order to display this eventgraphially the original loation of the daners is required.The last portion of the sentene provides us with this in-formation in ��ash-bak� form, indiating that the danerswere previously on the stage.Suddenly the dressing-room of La Sorelli, one ofthe prinipal daners, was invaded by half-a-dozenyoung ladies of the ballet, who had ome up fromthe stage after "daning" Polyeute.Figure 5: Example of non-sequential reporting, fromThe Phantom of the Opera by Gaston LeRoux.We derive two time-lines from a story to maintain the au-thor's original reporting style and simultaneously maintaina hronologial ordering of events in the virtual world:
• Presentation Time-line: This maintains the order-ing of events as they are desribed in the original narra-tion. The time-line is made up of segments, eah whihrepresent a sentene in the book. When presenting astory graphially, it is useful to be able to present theoriginal narrative simultaneously. The segments aneither be displayed graphially as subtitles, or alterna-tively using audio renderings of the text reated usingtext-to-speeh tehnology. We hoose the latter, sineduration of the generated audio �les an be used to addtiming information to eah segment in the time-line.
• Sene Time-line: This desribes the atual orderingof events in the virtual world. Consider one again Fig-ure 5. The events in this ase would be set in order ifthe text segment, �who had ome up from the stage af-ter daning Polyeute� were plaed at the beginning ofthe sentene (assuming, that the pronoun �who� is al-ready resolved), and some indiation is made of the a-tual time between when the daners were on the stage,and when they arrived at the dressing-room. Seg-ments in the sene time-line ontain parts of sentenes,
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whih are identi�ed manually, and assigned startingtimes and durations for ation desribed. The time-line is ordered aording to these spei�ed times andduration.The sentene in Figure 5 is presented in its equivalenttime-line form in Figure 6. The presentation time-line isonstruted by reating a segment in the time-line for eahsentene in the �tion book. An audio �le is reated forthe sentene using a text-to-speeh onverter, and timinginformation is derived from this �le. The sene time-line isonstruted by seleting portions of text and speifying thestart-times and durations for eah segment of text.The presentation time-line is used to assemble the �nalgraphial output in the original order aording to the nar-rative. For example, the audio �le and subtitles for the�rst segment in Figure 6 are laid down in a sequener. Theorresponding graphial output must be ��lmed� from theappropriate point in the sene time-line, and this is foundusing the link indiated in Figure 6.The �rst hapter of The Phantom of the Opera by GastonLeRoux has been annotated with time-line information, andFigure 7 is a graphial representation of the two. Notie thatsegments in the sene time-line may overlap, indiating thatevents may our onurrently in the virtual world. Mostof the hapter overs a short sequene of events, but thereare oasional desriptions of events of long duration. Thisexplains why most segments in the presentation time-linemap to a very small area of sene segments.
3.4 Abstract Constraint FormulationEah entity maintains a list of relations that a�et it, andthis list is used to onstrut abstrat onstraints for the en-tity. Initially the sene time-line is traversed in order, seg-ment by segment, and when triggers for relations are en-ountered the relation is added to the list of eah entity ita�ets. In this manner, the list of relations for eah entityis ordered aording to the sene time-line.An abstrat onstraint is reated for eah relation in anentity's list, speifying the subjet, objet and type of on-straint from the slots de�ned in the orresponding relation.The start time is alulated with respet to the segmentfrom the sene time-line in whih the relation ours. For in-stane, if the Start of a segment is spei�ed as After previousthen the preeding segment's start time is derived and addedto the previous segment's duration, resulting in a startingtime for the urrent segment. An o�set from the start of thesegment is alulated based on the loation of the trigger inthe segment, and this is added to the starting time of thesegment, resulting in a start time for the abstrat onstraint.The end time for eah onstraint is initially not set, underthe assumption that a onstraint holds until spei�ed oth-erwise. If another onstraint is applied to the entity, thenthe end time of the onstraint is set to the start time of thesueeding abstrat onstraint. This prevents multiple rela-tions applying to the same entity simultaneously, but if thisis required then the duration of the relation an be expli-itly added to the start time to produe the end time of theonstraint.The �nal result of this proess is a list of abstrat on-straints, an example of whih is presented in Figure 8. The�rst two onstraints were generated from the example inFigure 5, and the last onstraint is generated by the nextsentene in the �tion text.

4. CONSTRAINEDENTITYTRAJECTORIESHaving identi�ed a series of time-based onstraints fromthe text, the next problem to solve is the reation of athree-dimensional sene where we plae an appropriate ob-jet model for eah entity, and ensure that the entity is atthe orret loation at the orret time aording to the listof abstrat onstraints.
4.1 3D Model SelectionAn automati proess for seleting objet models for en-tities is dependent on a database of standardised and anno-tated geometry models. We have reated suh a databasein whih eah model is guaranteed to be of unit height, andfaing the positive z − axis. In addition, eah model is an-notated with a saling �eld, whih is used to sale the modelin relation to other models. Most importantly eah modelis annotated with a set of keywords that desribe it.Eah type of entity is enoded with information regardingthe type of model appropriate to its representation. Avatars,for example, are enoded with instrutions that only twotypes of model are aeptable, namely those annotated with�male� or �female�, depending on the gender indiated foreah spei� instane (see Figure 4).Loating models for Objets is more omplex, sine it isunreasonable to expet a model database to ontain a orre-sponding model for every oneivable item in the universe.For example, our objet library ontains no orrespondingobjet mathing the unusual term �pier-glass�. We use thelexial database WordNet [7℄ to resolve this issue. WordNetreturns �mirror� as the immediate hypernym2 of �pier-glass�,a model of whih our database does ontain. It is in thisspirit that objets are hosen, abstrating terms lexially,until a mathing model is found.Areas default to a model of a large ube for depitingrooms, but may also invoke sene generation proedures foroutdoor environments. Examples urrently under investiga-tion are proedural terrain [16℄ and ity generators [19℄.
4.2 Trajectory CreationEah entity is assigned a time-based representation forits trajetory in the virtual world. Splines as a funtion oftime are a onvenient representation for this purpose, wherean entity's loation is a urve through spae parameterisedby a single variable t. We de�ne the virtual world usingEulidean spae in three dimensions, whih means that eahentity ontains three splines indiating its loation in timealong the x, y and z axis.Eah abstrat onstraint is transformed into a series ofexpressions that de�ne restritions on the urves of the en-tities involved. These expressions are de�ned for eah typeof relation, as depited in Figure 3.To illustrate, assume the trajetory for an Entity i overtime t is spei�ed as xi(t) = ait

2 + bit + ci, where ai, bi and
ci are values that de�ne the shape of the spline. The on-straints are required to hold over a bounded and ontinuousspan of time representing a portion of the sene time-linedesribed in Setion 3.4. Eah ontinuous span of time isreferred to as an interval of time T . A �nite point of timewithin T is referred to as t.An Inside onstraint is spei�ed by ensuring that the tra-jetories of both entities are su�iently lose for the model2abstration
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Suddenly the dressing-room ... ... of the ballet, who had come up ... ... Polyeucte.

Presentation Timeline

Scene Timeline

Suddenly the dressing-room ... ... of the ballet, who had come up ... ... Polyeucte.

 Start:    After previous

 Offset:   5 minutes

 Duration: audio length

 Start:    After previous

 Offset:   0 minutes

 Duration: 5 minutes

 File:   narration1.wav

 Length: 8.84s        

Figure 6: Relationship between presentation time-line and sene time-line.
Presentation Time−line

Scene Time−lineFigure 7: Presentation and sene time-line for �rst hapter of the Phantom of the Opera by Gaston LeRoux.of the subjet to be inside the objet over the k-th timeinterval Tk:
(xi(t) − xj(t))

2 < d2 ∀t ∈ TkAn AdjaentTo onstraint is spei�ed by ensuring thatthe entities are lose, but do not interset one another overthe entire time interval Tk:
(xi(t) − xj(t))

2 > d2

min ∀t ∈ Tk

(xi(t) − xj(t))
2 < d2

max ∀t ∈ TkThe bounds dmin and dmax are alulated as a funtion ofthe sizes of the bounding boxes of the a�eted entity objetmodels.Eah onstraint is reated in the above manner, resultingin a set of expressions that desribe how the urves must be-have. What remains is to �nd suitable values of ai, bi and cifor eah urve that ensure that the trajetories omply withthe set of onstraints. Figure 9 presents a set of onstraintsprodued from the abstrat onstraints in Figure 8.
5. CONSTRAINT SOLVINGWe do not assume linearity for the systems of onstraintsthat need to be solved, sine we wish to speify trajetoriesof degree n ≥ 2 as well as onstraints that are non-linearin nature (for example involving trigonometri funtions).Therefore, traditional numerial methods for solving sys-tems of onstraints, suh as linear programming, are insuf-�ient. In addition, the solving method must be apable ofensuring that eah onstraint is satis�ed over its entire timeinterval.The di�ulty, as presented in Figure 9, is the presene ofuniversally quanti�ed variables, ti. This means that a singleset of parameters for the urves must be found, suh thatthe urves satisfy the onstraints for the entire spei�ed timeinterval.The time domain is a ontinuous one, and hene there arein�nitely many real values in any given time interval. How-

ever, a omputer is limited in its representation apaity,and for any given time interval, only a �nite set of �oatingpoint values within the interval an be represented. Themost ertain method for validating a onstraint would beto evaluate the onstraint using a hosen set of parametersfor eah �oating point value within the spei�ed time inter-val and test that the onstraint is satis�ed. This would behighly ine�ient, and there will still be unertainty regard-ing whether onstraints are valid for the non-representablereal numbers. If fewer samples are evaluated then the un-ertainty inreases sine a urve may deviate widely fromthe orret path between two sample points.Interval arithmeti is a �eld of mathematis that workswith ontinuous intervals, rather than on single values, mak-ing it suitable for the representation of time intervals whihare spei�ed in our set of onstraints.
5.1 Interval ArithmeticLet R be the set of real numbers. The set of numbersthat an be represented on a omputer is F ⊂ R. A �oatingpoint interval is a set of real numbers bound on either sideby �oating point numbers. Formally, given g ∈ F and h ∈ F,then [g, h] = {g ≤ r ≤ h|rǫR} [15℄. Therefore, the interval
[g, h] ontains every real number between (and inluding) gand h. An interval is denoted using upperase (for example,
I = [g, h]).Let A = [a, b] and B = [c, d]. Various interval operatorsare de�ned as interval extensions to their real-valued oun-terparts [15℄:

• Addition: A ⊕ B = [a + c, b + d]

• Subtration: A ⊖ B = [a − d, b − c]

• Multipliation: A⊗B = [min(S), max(S)] where S =
{a ∗ c, a ∗ d, b ∗ c, b ∗ d}

• Division: A ⊘ B = A ⊗ [1/d, 1/c] where 0 /∈ B, unde-�ned otherwise.
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CONSTRAINT: CONSTRAINT: CONSTRAINT:Subjet: ballet-daners Subjet: ballet-daners Subjet: ballet-danersRelation: Inside Relation: Inside Relation: AdjaentToObjet: stage Objet: dressing-room Objet: SorelliStart-time: 0.0 Start-time: 0.4 Start-time: 0.4End-time: 0.2 End-time: 0.6 End-time: 0.6Figure 8: Example set of onstraints derived from the example in Figure 5.
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c1 : ((a1t
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1 + b1t1 + c1) − (a4t
2

1 + b4t1 + c4))
2 < 122 ∀t1 ∈ [0.0, 0.2]

c2 : ((a1t
2

2 + b1t2 + c1) − (a3t
2

2 + b3t2 + c3))
2 > 12 ∀t2 ∈ [0.4, 0.6]

c3 : ((a1t
2

2 + b1t2 + c1) − (a3t
2

2 + b3t2 + c3))
2 < 8.92 ∀t2 ∈ [0.4, 0.6]

c4 : ((a1t
2

2 + b1t2 + c1) − (a2t
2

2 + b2t2 + c2))
2 < 15.82 ∀t2 ∈ [0.4, 0.6]

9

>

>

=

>

>

;Figure 9: Example onstraint set C, involving four objets, namely ballet-daners (o1), dressing-room (o2),Sorelli (o3) and stage (o4) derived from the onstraints spei�ed in Figure 8. For illustrative purposes weonly onstrain the x dimension.Eah of the above operators an be used in plae of theirreal-valued ounterparts in order to transform an expressioninto its natural interval extension. For example, the naturalinterval extension of a trajetory (de�ned in setion 4.2) is:
Xi(T ) ≡ (Ai ⊗ T ⊗ T ) ⊕ (Bi ⊗ T ) ⊕ CiThe Cartesian Produt of variables Ai × Bi × Ci × T isreferred to as a box B, and in this ase forms the domain ofthis funtion.Interval arithmeti is inlusion monotoni, meaning thatthe resulting range from evaluating the funtion overB usinginterval operators inludes all possible values for the fun-tion over that domain. However, the reverse does not hold,and the range produed may also ontain values whih arenot in the atual range of the funtion. The next setionwill demonstrate the di�ulty that this fat introdues intoonstraint solving using interval arithmeti.

5.2 Interval Constraint SolvingFor the onstraint system C in Figure 9, we wish to �ndvalues for ai, bi and ci suh that all the onstraints aresatis�ed over the spei�ed time intervals.
5.2.1 Search Space ReductionInitially a onstraint solver is provided with a box repre-senting the domain whih has to be searhed to loate so-lutions to the onstraint system. Sine the domain for eahvariable is an interval of real numbers, a brute fore traversalof all possible ombinations of values is not feasible. Con-sisteny tehniques [2℄ aid in reduing the searh spae byremoving parts of the variable domains that invalidate theset of onstraints (alled narrowing), while still ontainingall the solutions. If the box does not ontain a solution thena onsisteny tehnique will fail, making it a useful pruningtool.Consisteny tehniques have limited narrowing abilities,and in order to tighten the bounds around a solution thenarrowed box is split in half along one of its variables, andnarrowing re-applied to eah half. This proess is ontin-ued until a box is found that validates the onstraints, oruntil mahine preision is reahed (meaning that the small-est omputer-representable box has been found ontaininga solution).
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Figure 10: Illustration of the problem with evalu-ating a onstraint over a universally quanti�ed vari-able t. The onstraint to be veri�ed is a1t
2+b1t+c1 >

a2t
2 + b2t + c2 ∀t ∈ [0, 2].
5.2.2 Solutions for Universally Quantified VariablesThe di�ulty with the universally quanti�ed variables ti isthat we need to ensure that solutions found are valid over theentire spei�ed interval of ti. This means that the ti variablemay not be split. This introdues problems when hekingthat a box validates a onstraint [9℄. Consider Figure 10,whih depits a paraboli trajetory whih is onstrainedto be above another. When the interval extension of eahtrajetory is evaluated over the entire time interval [0, 2], theranges indiated in the �gure are returned. In order for theonstraint to be satis�ed the range of the top funtion maynot overlap with the range of the bottom funtion. However,the �gure indiates that while trajetory 1 is always abovetrajetory 2, the resulting ranges do not indiate this. Onepossible solution is to divide the interval [0, 2] into smallersetions, and evaluate eah setion at a time, returning apositive result when all the sub-setions are satis�ed. Theproblem with this approah is de�ning the minimum widthof these setions, whih may be required to be smaller thanwhat is representable on a omputer.
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Figure 11 presents a graphial illustration of the solvingproess whih avoids the need for evaluating a onstraintto hek whether a solution has been found whih satis�esthe universally quanti�ed variable [3℄. In Figure 11(a), theinitial box B is narrowed over the onstraint and produesbox B′ eliminating some, but not all, invalid ranges of valuesfrom the initial domains. Sine narrowing operators neverdisard solution spae, if the universally quanti�ed variablesare narrowed in any way then that means that no solutionsexist in B whih are valid over the entire interval and so thisbox is disarded.
B′ is then narrowed using the equivalent negated on-straint, whih is derived by inverting the relation operator,for example from > to ≤. The result of this narrowing isbox B′′, as illustrated in Figure 11(b).Sine the solution of the negated onstraint is the invertedsolution of the original onstraint, any box-set di�erenebetween B′ and B′′ is guaranteed to be a solution to theoriginal onstraint. Figure 11() indiates two options foralulating the box set di�erene. The �rst option yields asolution P that spans all t and is a universally quanti�edsolution. If further solutions are required, then the box-set di�erene in option 2 is used to shrink the universallyquanti�ed interval, sine the onstraint is guaranteed to holdfor any x over the entire sub-interval of t in Q.In summary, this tehnique is apable not only of loatingsolutions for universally quanti�ed variables without requir-ing an evaluation step, but also enables the redution in sizeof the universally quanti�ed variable. If a solution is not en-ountered then box B′′ is split, and the proess repeated oneah sub-box.
5.3 Solution and validation of Time-based Con-

straints

5.3.1 ImplementationWe have implemented a Java version of an interval on-straint solver based on the methods desribed in Setion 5.2.The implementation allows for onstraints suh as those in-diated in Figure 9 to be spei�ed within text �les whihare parsed using Java Math Expression Parser (http://www.singularsys.om/jep/). We provide our own imple-mentation of the interval operators, based on spei�ationby Moore [15℄. Expressions are evaluated using an inter-val implementation of funtion approximation using TaylorExpansion, desribed in Neumaier[18℄.We implemented a narrowing method based on box on-sisteny [4, 2℄ to ahieve solutions of non-linear onstraintsontaining universally quanti�ed variables. This tehniquenarrows domains of variables in a onstraint one at a time by�xing the intervals of the remaining variables in an expres-sion, and then �nding the roots of the remaining expression(see Benhamou et al. [4℄ for a more detailed desription).Although root-�nding using the Interval Newton method isommonly used, we �nd that this method is ompliated bythe requirement for the evaluation of the �rst derivative ofthe funtion, as well as a division method whih is not al-ways suessful if the denominator interval ontains zero. Assuh we implement a method that loates roots by evaluat-ing the interval extension of the funtion, only subdividingdomains whih evaluate to an interval ontaining zero, anddisarding the rest. This proess is repeated until mahinepreision is reahed, at whih point the smallest interval on-
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Box Set Difference: Option 1 Box Set Difference: Option 2() Step 3: Box set di�erene yields a solution and smalleruniversally quanti�ed interval.Figure 11: Graphial illustration of solution �ndingapproah for onstraints using universally quanti�edvariables.taining a root has been found. This method produes moreaurate roots, and is simpler to implement, even though insome ases it requires more subdivisions than the Newtonmethod.We are interested in �nding the �rst solution that satis�esthe entire set of onstraints, whih is ontrary to the algo-rithm desribed by Benhamou et al. [3℄ whih is aimed at�nding all solutions. Instead of �nding all solutions to a sin-gle onstraint, then passing these as starting searh spaes tothe next onstraint in the system, until all onstraints havebeen solved, we implement the algorithm in a depth-�rstbaktraking manner, meaning that the moment a solutionfor a onstraint is loated, it is passed to the next onstraintuntil all onstraints are solved. This limits the amount oftime spent on a onstraint for whih there are many smallsolutions.The set of onstraints indiated in Figure 9 is the �rstwe have enountered in literature ontaining more than oneuniversally quanti�ed variable. The algorithm [3℄ is thusmodi�ed to apply to a set of onstraints that ontains morethan one suh variable. Care must be taken not to splitany of these variables, and eah time a box is narrowed theentire set of these variables must be heked for narrowing.
5.3.2 ConfigurationThe onstraint set presented in Figure 9 ontains 12 vari-
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ables, and another two universally quanti�ed variables. Thesevariables are assigned the initial domains presented in Fig-ure 12 from whih the solver must �nd values that satisfythe onstraints. Note that for objet o2 and o4 the variable
ai and bi are set to zero, sine these are Areas and henemust have no motion. The last parameter ci in these asesindiates the loation of these Areas. The time variables
t1and t2 are speially marked to indiate that they must betreated as universally quanti�ed. The solver is set at a pre-ision of 10−2, meaning that domains may only be split iftheir width is greater than this value.
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;Figure 12: Initial box for onstraint system in Figure9.A solution is output in the form of a box ontaining rangesfor eah variable that are guaranteed to satisfy all the on-straints. The mid-point of eah range is substituted at theappropriate plaes in eah expression in C (in Figure 9) andthe trajetory of eah objet is traed from time −1 to 2.These trajetories are imported into the Blender 3D mod-eling pakage (http://www.blender.org), and assigned toappropriate objet models for eah entity (whih are deter-mined automatially as desribed in Setion 4.1).
5.3.3 ResultsThe onstraints in Figure 9 are solved using our onstraintsolver, produing trajetories indiated in Figure 13. Themotion of the ballet-daners and Sorelli are depitedas parabolae, and the graph depits the x − value of theentities' loation over time. Below the graph are renderingsof the atual 3D sene at ertain points along the time-line.The �rst rendering depits the loation of the entities be-fore any onstraints are applied. Notie that the two areasare positioned lose together as an indiret result of the setof onstraints (that is, the fat that the ballet-daners arerequired to move from the stage to the dressing-room insuh a short period ensures that the two Areas are positionedlose together). Also at this point the ballet-daners arenot in the stage Area.The �lled retangles in Figure 13 represent the onstraintsover the two time intervals. It is evident from the graph thatthe motion of the ballet-daners satis�es onstraint c1,ensuring that they are within the stage for the entire period.The orresponding rendering re�ets this, depiting that theballet-daners have indeed moved inside the stage Area.The onstraint over the seond time interval is also satis-�ed, as is depited with the right retangle, indiating thatthe ballet-daners are loated inside the dressing-roomfor the entire period spei�ed. It is lear from both thegraph and the rendering however, that Sorelli is not inthe same Area as the ballet-daners, but the onstraintthat they be within a ertain distane of eah other is stillsatis�ed. To orret this problem an additional onstraintwould need to be added to ensure Sorelli is also inside thedressing-room for the alloated time interval.

The �nal rendering depits the sene after the onstraintshave lapsed, and it is evident that the path of the ballet-daners,no longer onstrained to be inside the dressing-room, leadsthem elsewhere.
5.3.4 ObservationsThe renderings in Figure 13 are an indiation of the su-ess of our onstraint-based approah to Text-to-Sene on-version. It is lear that the sequene of images re�et theevents desribed in the original sentene in Figure 5. Inpartiular, the images show that the non-sequential man-ner of reporting is resolved orretly, and that the types ofonstraints derived are suitable for graphial representation.The images also indiate that the mathematial expres-sions orresponding to eah type of relation is suitable for aorresponding graphial representation, sine the �gures arein the orret loations at the expeted times.Finally, we observe that the interval onstraint solvingsystem suessfully �nds solutions to a set of onstraintsthat ontain more than one universally quanti�ed variable.In onlusion, Figure 13 indiates that we have reateda system that is able to transform onstraints derived fromtext into time based graphis.
5.3.5 CaveatsCurrently our system �nds a solution to the onstraintset C in Figure 9 in an average time of 50.66 seonds on aPentium 4 1.8GHz proessor. Performane of the onstraintsolver depends on the omplexity of the searh spae. Thisis governed by three fators:1. The number of variables: Currently trajetories arespei�ed as parabolae, whih do not apply muh �ex-ibility in terms of interesting motion. We wish to ex-tend these to n-degree splines, apable of �exible mo-tions. However, suh splines usually inlude a largenumber of variables, signi�antly extending the searhspae.2. The number of dimensions: The onstraints indiatedin Figure 9 only apply in one dimension, suitable forrepresenting this example. However, we aim for a 3-dimensional representation, whih requires the triplingof the number of variables required to represent tra-jetories, and inreasing the searh spae.3. The number of onstraints: Eah sentene in a �tionbook has the ability to reate a number of onstraintsthat apply to multiple trajetories over di�erent (possi-bly overlapping) time intervals. The more onstraints,and the more interonneted they are, the smaller thesolution spae beomes in a very large searh spae.These salability issues are important for our goal of repre-senting �tion graphially, and are urrently under investi-gation.
6. CONCLUSIONOur onstraint-based method is apable of onverting un-restrited �tion text into graphial output. The ontribu-tions of this paper inlude:

• The identi�ation of omponents of �tion text whihan be used as a soure of objets in a graphial repre-sentation, and temporally based onstraints to ontrolthe animation of these objets.
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Figure 13: Interpreted solution for onstraint set in Figure 9.
• Amethod for annotating and utilizing the presentationand sene time-line in a �tion text. The use of a text-to-speeh synthesiser for deriving timings is unique.
• The onstraints we desribe are also unique to theText-to-Sene domain.
• The use of interval arithmeti in solving sets of on-straints has not been explored in any existing Text-to-Sene literature. We present the �rst example of asystem ontaining more than one universally quanti-�ed variable, and we show that systems of these equa-tions an be solved, guaranteeing that the trajetoriessatisfy the onstraints over the spei�ed time intervals.Future work inludes optimising the interval-based onstraintsolver in fashion that improves its salability to handle thequantity of onstraints produed by a full �tion text.
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